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Abstract: Artificial intelligence is gaining tremendous attractiveness and showing great success in
solving various problems, such as simplifying optimal control derivation. This work focuses on the
application of Neuroevolution to the control of Connected and Autonomous Vehicle (CAV) cohorts
operating at uncontrolled intersections. The proposed method implementation’s simplicity, thanks
to the inclusion of heuristics and effective real-time performance are demonstrated. The resulting
architecture achieves nearly ideal operating conditions in keeping the average speeds close to the
speed limit. It achieves twice as high mean speed throughput as a controlled intersection, hence
enabling lower travel time and mitigating energy inefficiencies from stop-and-go vehicle dynamics.
Low deviation from the road speed limit is hence continuously sustained for cohorts of at most
50 m long. This limitation can be mitigated with additional lanes that the cohorts can split into. The
concept also allows the testing and implementation of fast-turning lanes by simply replicating and
reconnecting the control architecture at each new road crossing, enabling high scalability for complex
road network analysis. The controller is also successfully validated within a high-fidelity vehicle
dynamic environment, showing its potential for driverless vehicle control in addition to offering a
new traffic control simulation model for future autonomous operation studies.

Keywords: optimal control; intelligent systems; artificial intelligence; Neuroevolution; uncontrolled
intersection; minimum energy control

1. Introduction

Thanks to the increased interest in driverless and connected vehicle technology, new
traffic control concepts are being investigated. This paper looks at the use case of un-
controlled intersection simulation where connectivity provides the opportunity to further
reduce traffic congestion and energy usage. The increased complexity in controlling the
flow at an intersection in real time is a challenge that Neuroevolution, the process of
transforming streaming information into an optimal control strategy via evolutionary op-
timization, is proposed to address here. This process is explained and described in the
technical section. Both CAV cohorts and single-vehicle operations are considered. Two
control concepts are proposed and compared. Firstly, a collaborative NeuroController-
based architecture is developed. This concept relies purely on Neuroevolution to control
the speed and the priority of vehicles entering an intersection. Secondly, a rule-based
architecture is proposed. This architecture uses heuristics for vehicle prioritization, leaving
the vehicle speed control to a set of simpler NeuroControllers. The simplicity, reusability
and scalability of the second concept are demonstrated and retained as feasible architecture.
While trained in a simple traffic environment, the resulting controller is then tested within
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a high-fidelity vehicle dynamic simulation environment, using detailed powertrain and
chassis physics-based models. The heuristics and its NeuroController set are then used
to study the impact on traffic flow when compared to controlled intersections and a risk
severity reference scenario where the vehicles stay at the speed limit (but include a collision
count). The concept is then applied without any necessary modifications to the turning
lanes, demonstrating scalability and flexibility as a driverless simulation component for
transportation studies.

The interest in autonomously operating uncontrolled intersections stems from the
need to improve safety and congestion within urban and extra-urban environments. The
large number of accidents occurring at intersections prompted the proposal of specific
traffic rules [1] as well the development of classification methodologies to understand and
potentially mitigate safety critical occurrences. For example, safety heatmaps [2] have been
proposed to better characterize the probability and the severity of uncontrolled intersection
operation. Other classification methods via clustering use traffic flow and the geometry
of uncontrolled intersections to enable the definition of different delay regimes [3]. With
the lack of measured data for CAV vehicles, such assessments can be difficult to make and
validate. The control of autonomous vehicles within traffic flow simulations is a strong
factor in the results, hence requiring scrutiny. This requires the development of fast and very
flexible traffic flow simulations to overcome the shortcomings of legacy tools in this domain.
Crossing regimes within uncontrolled intersections have been studied using a MATLAB
simulation and a Behavior Tree Controller, which resulted in three emergent regimes across
low to high congestion scenarios [4]. The challenge of creating collision-free controllers
was concluded. The Ideal Driving Model (IDM) [5] has been a very popular car-following
model for micro-traffic simulation and was repurposed into a Generalized Intelligent
Driver Model (GIDM) [6] to enable basic uncontrolled intersection flow simulation for
comfort and safety studies. More complex methodologies make use of the Markov decision
process [7], as well as Game theory which was demonstrated to simulate realistic behavior
at uncontrolled intersections within manageable complexity [8,9]. More conventional
optimal control methodologies using Model Predictive Control [10–12] making use of
ADAS sensors have been developed. Such an approach has been successful in the vehicle
and powertrain control engineering community. However, conventional optimal control
methods, including dynamic programming (DP), require longer development time and
higher compute power and are limited to the use of simplified plant models. Recently,
these methods have increasingly been integrated with Machine Learning algorithms such
as support vector machines [13] to enhance their inference capabilities. Mixed Integer
Linear Programming (MILP) has been recently used to optimize vehicle scheduling for
complex, uncontrolled intersections with multiple turning lanes [14]. In order to reduce the
MILP computation time, which increases with the number of vehicles, Monte Carlo Tree
Search (MCTS) and heuristics, which include combining vehicles into groups when in close
proximity, have been proposed instead [15].

We propose that running an optimization during operation be replaced by infer-
ring the optimal strategies based on prior training. This provides the advantage of low
computing requirements with faster than real-time capabilities. The use of Neuroevolu-
tion enables new learning features to be added organically as needed within the neural
network architecture and reduces the need for methodologies to change when complex-
ity and dimensionality increase. Hence, only the objective function, input signals and
topology changes may be required in these cases. We also demonstrate that control de-
sign changes can be mitigated by decomposing the problem into solving for non-turning
lanes first. The resulting concept can then be used to integrate new turning lane con-
cepts which enable higher speed throughput than previously achieved while maintaining
low lateral accelerations. Indeed, mixing turning and non-turning operations inherently
constrains the speed achievable for all vehicles and forces sub-optimal operation. These
limitations prompted the authors to investigate the use of Artificial Intelligence, which
demonstrated high energy savings with large heterogeneous cohorts operating at controlled
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intersection [16] and for local powertrain adaptive control [17]. Artificial intelligence offers
a simple and fast development framework, low compute power requirements and high
reusability thanks to its adaptiveness to a wide range of dynamics. This is a critical factor in
enabling our large heterogeneous CAV cohorts operation demonstrator [16] to be adapted
to the uncontrolled intersection use case while retaining its inherent capabilities to deal with
noise and dynamics perturbation as demonstrated when simulated within a high-fidelity
chassis simulation in CarSim.

2. Materials and Methods

In this specific engineering application, Neuroevolution is the process of interlinking a
system’s sensors and actuators via a neural network architecture and iteratively optimizing
its topology and performance within the operating environment. Here the environment
is chosen as an uncontrolled intersection where large CAV cohorts interact, as shown in
Figure 1. The NeuroController performance is driven by evolutionary optimization around
an objective function. Various applications of Neuroevolution demonstrated its fast and ef-
fective learning capability [18], including when dealing with multi-objective functions [19].

Figure 1. Agent definition as a cohort of CAV vehicles within the uncontrolled intersection.

Video game playing [20] has been popular in demonstrating this technique’s abil-
ity to beat human players in real time [21,22]. Engineering applications have recently
been published around antenna beam forming control [23], UAV control [24] and swarm
robotics [20,25] using this method. While not yet as popular as conventional optimum
techniques and deep learning, Neuroevolution can easily integrate within control architec-
tures and heuristics to solve complex and system of systems control problems in a simpler
manner while enabling adaptive and real-time performance with low compute power, as
demonstrated in previous research [16]. Therefore, the Neuroevolution process proposed
here is based on previous experience in developing predictive energy management func-
tions for CAV cohorts and vehicles. Previous applications to vehicle speed optimization at
controlled intersections and local powertrain control optimization form the basis of this
work. In doing so, a base neural network architecture is chosen to consist of two hidden
layers. The hidden layers contain one less neuron than the input layer. For this use case,
the neural network has one output neuron, namely the speed target of the vehicle. In the
first step, the weights of the neurons are used as the optimization variables. The activation
functions are fixed and set with a Rectified Linear Unit (ReLu) function:

ReLU(a) = max(0, a). (1)
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when a is defined as the sum of the weights W and bias Bias at a node:

a = ∑ IN ·


W11 W12 W13 W14 W15
W21 W22 W23 W24 W25
W31 W32 W33 W34 W35
W41 W42 W43 W44 W45

+ BiasIH1 , (2)

when, in this example, the computation is performed at the first hidden layer H1 (here
with four neurons), which receives the values from the input vector IN of size five. IN is
defined later in this section.

The ReLu function has low computing requirements and has been demonstrated to be
feasible for real-time control on standard onboard vehicle controllers in previous research.
In the second step, the direct optimization of the activation functions is also performed.
Additionally, a Weight Agnostic Neural Net (WANN [26]) process is demonstrated, which
also provides unique insights on choosing an objective function. The topography of the
neural network is, however, left unchanged to minimize optimization time within the cur-
rent computing environment. Such optimization is extremely long and still prohibitively
computing-intensive. Past experience and engineering judgment are preferred at this stage
of applied research. Per the System of Systems (SoS) definition, each vehicle is considered
autonomous and capable of transmitting and receiving information from and to the envi-
ronment, including other connected vehicles, hence permitting emergent behavior to form.
It is assumed that all vehicles are connected and that no interaction with unconnected
vehicles is included. Therefore, this use case targets SAE level 5 driverless operation at a
100 % penetration within the traffic flow. While futuristic, the goal is to provide the ability
to study traffic control in future environments and enable innovative traffic infrastructure
to be identified early on. Two Neuroevolution architecture concepts are proposed as shown
in Figure 2. From this point on, both single CAVs and cohorts of CAVs will be referred to
as “agents” for clarity.

Figure 2. Two-interaction training example. Left: Concept 1 with two collaborative NeuroControllers
(NCs). Right: Concept 2 with heuristics prioritization and one NeuroController.

Concept 1: Each agent uses its own neural network. For a two-agent interaction
(cross-traffic interaction), two neural networks are necessary and the following inputs
are chosen.

• Current speed of the agent Vc;
• Current agent distance from the lane intersect Dc;
• Current agent length Lc;
• Current speed of the second agent (cross traffic agent) V1;
• Current distance of the second agent to the lane intersect D1;
• Second agent length L1.

Therefore,
IN =

[
Vc

Vmax
Dc

Dmax
Lc

Lmax
V1

Vmax
D1

Dmax
L1

Lmax

]
. (3)
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Note that each input is normalized by its maximum value. Restricting inputs to vary
from a maximum range of 0 to 1 prevents creating a bias for larger value input parameters
and enables the use of a smaller range of weights during optimization, hence saving
optimization time. The second agent neural network is identical, with the proper input
connection, such that the first three inputs always relate to the agent’s own states. In this
collaborative setup, two NeuroControllers are trained at once. Therefore, the number of
optimization variables doubles and accounts for 96 optimization parameters. Initially, the
training environment is set for two agent interaction scenarios. The immediate downside of
this is that as the number of vehicle interactions increases, the number of neural networks
and inputs increases, thus hastening forward unfeasible optimization time within the
current compute resource limitations. Therefore, this solution is not currently scalable.
In this paper, the training is thus limited to a maximum of three vehicle interactions,
accounting for 174 optimization parameters. Increasing computing resources may, in the
future, allow for this important ability to be more effectively utilized and scaled.

Concept 2: Heuristics is used to iteratively define the priority between agents coming
to the intersection. This heuristics creates pairs and trios of interacting agents depending
on their location, allowing reduced neural network sizes. The neural networks trained
remained the same in both cases. The speed control is only activated if an agent receives a
lower priority and therefore needs to modulate its speed. The highest priority vehicle, in
this case, retains the right to operate at the speed limit. The heuristics are defined as:

• The first agent within 200 m of the intersection gets to level 1 priority and can remain
at the speed limit.

• A second agent entering the 200 m threshold on a cross-traffic road is then set to
level 2 priority and is thus requested to modulate its speed to avoid conflict with the
level 1 priority agent.

• The third agent entering the 200 m threshold would then be at the lowest priority
level 3—requiring it to modulate its speed to avoid conflict with the first and/or
second agent depending on the road and lane it is occupying.

• As agents clear the intersection and arrive, the priorities are updated, always combin-
ing up to three agents at a time. By design, any lower-priority agent cannot pass the
intersection until it becomes a priority level 1 agent. The rolling combination of agents
upstream of the intersection permits high traffic density to be simulated.

The 200 m threshold was chosen so as to enable the controller to achieve low comfort-
able deceleration, especially when considering the edge case where a prioritized cohort
is 100 m long and has not yet entered the intersection. Additionally, the priority to the
right was not retained in order not to over-constrain the speed optimization and cause
higher deceleration rates when a cohort, already within the detection zone, loses priority
due to this rule. The two- or three-agent interaction NeuroControllers in this architecture
can be trained separately within a simpler environment since collaboration is not required.
Therefore, the heuristics enable simplification of the training, high scalability, as well as
reusability, which will be demonstrated with multi-vehicle traffic flow and turning lanes
in the later sections. In the training environment, the inputs to the neural networks are
activated when the vehicle reaches the 200 m mark from the intersection and at least one
cross-traffic agent with priority is already within 200 m from the intersection. The set of
input can be simplified to:

• Current agent speed Vc;
• Current agent length Lc;
• Priority 1 agent speed V1;
• Priority 1 distance from the intersection D1;
• Priority 1 agent length L1.

Therefore,
IN =

[
Vc

Vmax
Lc

Lmax
V1

Vmax
D1

Dmax
L1

Lmax

]
, (4)
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when Dmax is set to 200 m per the heuristic rule. Note that as the control starts when the
controlled agent crosses the 200 m line, its distance to the intersection is known and it is
not necessary to carry this into the input function as the neural network can then infer the
remaining distance from the speed. For a two-agent interaction, this network requires one
less input than Concept 1. It can be easily extended to a three-agent interaction by adding
3 additional inputs for the priority level 2 agent’s speed, distance and length if present:

IN =
[

Vc
Vmax

Lc
Lmax

V1
Vmax

D1
Dmax

L1
Lmax

V2
Vmax

D2
Dmax

L2
Lmax

]
. (5)

The heuristics prevent the need for any further interactions to be accounted for
as its rules roll upstream the traffic flow forming pairs and/or trios. Respectively, 43
and 115 weights and biases will be optimized for the two- and three-level interaction neural
networks proposed. The training environment is created in Matlab. Two perpendicular
roads with one lane each define the intersection. The vehicle trajectory intersection point
is at the origin of the x- and y-axes. The simulation timestep is set at 0.1 s. The maximum
speed of the vehicle entering the intersection is limited to 55 mph.

A design of experiment (DOE) matrix is generated using a modified Latin Hypercube
design. This allows the creation of a fine space-filling design defining the operation for
two or three agent interactions, depending on which neural network is being trained.
The goal is to cover as many agent interaction scenarios to train the NeuroController to
generate a robust and adaptive optimal strategy with zero crashes. For Concept 1, the
DOE variables cover the initial speed, length and distance from the intersection for each
collaborative agent. For Concept 2, the DOE variables define the prioritized (level 1 or
levels 1 and 2) agent speed and length and the trained agent’s initial speed and distance
from the intersection. The trained agent starts upstream of the 200 m threshold, while the
priority agent starts at the threshold. The variable range used is shown in Tables 1 and 2.
To create a realistic combination of conditions, the Latin Hypercube is used to create one
hundred base scenarios.

Table 1. Variable range used in the Base Design for concept 1.

Variable Min Max

Agents Initial Speed (Vc, V1) 10 m/s 25 m/s
Agents Length (Lc, L1) 15 m 100 m

Agents Distance (Dc, D1) 50 m 500 m

Table 2. Variable range used in the Base Design for concept 2.

Variable Min Max

Agents Initial Speed (Vc, V1) 10 m/s 25 m/s
Agents Length (L1) 15 m 100 m
Agent Distance (D1) 201 m 250 m

These scenarios assume that the max allowed road speed can be reached. However,
when traffic density is high, agents may be operating at lower speeds, including the
prioritized agents. Therefore, the 100 scenarios are replicated but with a maximum speed
limit lower than the current maximum allowed speed on the road, down to 5 m/s. These
two sets are further modified by creating 40 additional scenarios where all agents have the
same length and speed limits to force unique or edge cases (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. DOE matrix representation for 3 variables including the controlled agent’s initial speed,
maximum allowed speed, and the cross-traffic agent length. The max allowed speed axis provides a
better view of the reduced speed DOE scenarios.

The minimum agent length encompasses a two-vehicle cohort scenario based on the
median US vehicle length with an equivalent gap length. The distance from the intersection
range allows cohorts to enter the detection zone as randomly as possible based on their
initial speeds so as to improve the training comprehensiveness.

For each optimization iteration, 100 combinations of neural network weights and
biases are created, meaning that the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) uses 100 particles
at once. Each particle, defining the NeuroController’s weights and biases, is simulated
across the 240 DOE scenarios (see Figure 4). After each iteration, the PSO updates the
particle values based on the objective function results. The training objective function is
defined as:

ObjF1 = CrashPenalty−
∫ T

t=0 Vc dt
T

. (6)

when T is total simulation time. This objective function is meant to minimize time at the
intersection without the occurrence of crashes. The crash penalty is set to a high number,
making any occurrence within the 240-scenario set penalizing enough to significantly
impact the objective function. Note that an energy reduction (minimizing acceleration
and deceleration events only) is introduced in the WANN section for discussion so as to
demonstrate the importance of the objective function choices being made when developing
these controllers:

ObjF2 = CrashPenalty +
∫ T

t=0
Vc × |Ac| dt, (7)

when Ac is the acceleration of the controlled agent. This objective function is of interest
as real-world driving conditions have a significant impact on the energy consumption of
electrified powertrain [27] and autonomous vehicles [28]. This element may need to be
taken into account along with the main safety improvement and congestion reduction
metrics, especially if the vehicle motion aggressiveness is exacerbated [29].
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Figure 4. Training environment setup: for all Design of Experiment scenarios, the agent-based
simulation is run and the objective function output. The PSO algorithm adjusts each particle’s
information defining the controlled agent NeuroController to minimize the objective function. Note
that the activation function vector was added in a later step.

3. Results
3.1. Training Results

A 52-core dual-Xeon desktop computer is used for the training. This maximizes the
use of parallel processing, which is compatible with the PSO algorithm process. The set
of 240 simulations takes approximately 10 s to simulate. More complicated tools, while
compatible with the process of Neuroevolution, would heavily affect runtime. Convergence
was twice as fast with concept 2, at around five hours. Both concepts were successful in
resulting in zero crashes across the DOE scenarios. While having similar behavior, the main
difference in the results stems from the objective function choices.

As Figure 5 shows, the Objective Function 1 solution shifts the controlled agent’s
position from the prioritized vehicle early on and avoids any speed fluctuation within
the intersection area, which enables a more deterministic approach to the uncontrolled
intersection operation. The other solutions would bring uncertainty from any system trying
to classify safety at the intersection. They also come closer to the prioritized agent and
hence can be qualified as the more aggressive solutions. The energy objective function,
however, uses 2% and 4% less energy than the Mean V and Reduce D Mean V functions
operate, respectively, when using a 15,000 lbs delivery electric vehicle model as the lead
vehicle. Further investigation into the tuning and blending of these objective functions is
described in the next section.

3.2. WANN and Activation Function Optimization Discussion

As the ReLu activation function is uniquely used, additional optimization was per-
formed, adding four activation functions to the PSO particle vector:

• ReLu with encoding as 1;
• Linear with encoding as 2;
• Sigmoid with encoding as 3;
• Radial Basis with encoding as 4.
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Figure 5. Three-speed profiles with different objective functions are shown. The mean speed objective
function (Mean V) forces an early deceleration and crosses the intersection at top speed. If the mean
speed value is computed only before the intersection (Reduce D Mean V), it delays its deceleration
and only accelerates again within close distance to the intersection. The energy-based objective
function acts similarly to the latter but reduces the speed fluctuation range to minimize losses.

The resulting optimization showed a 3% improvement in the objective function when
using a mix of Linear and ReLu activation functions. The ReLu was therefore retained as
the benefit of a more complex neural network was insignificant to the results. However,
a WANN approach [30] was also performed. This approach permits the permutation of
the four activation functions across all the neurons while keeping all the weights fixed
to a unique value across the nodes. Iteratively changing the fixed weight value is also
performed. The number of simulation runs reached 262,144 in order to cover the network
design space finely. The resulting simulation information not only allows us to understand
if an activation function is more adequate than another at a given location but also how
different objective functions are impacted, as shown in Figure 6. In agreement with the
prior optimization step, the result shows that both the ReLu and the Linear activations are
performing equally well. More importantly, as this process is not driven by an optimization
around a specific objective function, the raw simulation results can be used to investigate
various objective functions, and identify the limitation and robustness of each.

Figure 6 provides a comprehensive view of various performance parameters. The
columns represent the various nodes belonging to the output and hidden layers. Each
node has four activation choices which are listed as sub-indexes at the bottom of the graph
(activation function encoding from 1 to 4). For each sub-index, a three-dimensional scoring
is provided based on the following attributes. First, the y-axis is chosen to represent the
value of the Objective Function ObjF1 to be minimized as described in Equation (6). For
every 2500 increments in ObjF1, a box is provided for the two additional attributes. Its
color represents the number of crashes encountered across the training DOE runs (green
is 0%). Its size represents the energy used across the DOE runs as defined by ObjF2
(see Equation (7)). In this way, it is clear that ObjF1 can be minimized and achieve 0%
crash. Additionally, we see that the ReLu function, if used for ObjF1, also reduces energy
usage. However, the minimum energy is achieved at higher ObjF1 values (between −5000
to −10,000), where ObjF2 is indeed minimized. The blending of the two objectives is,
however, challenging as the probability of crash occurrence increases, as shown by the
yellow boxes separating ObjF1 and ObjF2 minimums. Therefore, this result shows that
trying to find an equilibrium between the time at the intersection and acceleration-based
energy consumption is unfeasible or at least leads to non-robust controllers—and that
a two-level optimization would be required. This is compatible with the idea that local
vehicle energy reduction can be achieved by using a local predictive energy management
powertrain strategy that relies on the speed profile of the vehicle [17]—as opposed to an
all-in-one solution purely relying on cohort speed control.
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Figure 6. Results from the WANN process showing the two distinct objective function areas where
no crash occurs. The size of each box is proportional to the energy-based objective function. The
y-axis represents the mean speed-based objective function. The color indicates the probability of a
crash (dark green is 0%). Nodes and activation encoding options are shown, identifying that both the
ReLu (1) and the Linear (2) functions are the best choices.

3.3. Full Vehicle Dynamic Validation

A Simulink-CarSim co-simulation is created to validate the controllers. The NeuroCon-
troller output is passed as an input to an Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) model governing
the speed of a cohort’s lead vehicle. The NeuroController is set up in Simulink and received
the necessary input information from the ego vehicle (CarSim model) and other agents,
as shown in Figure 7. While the vehicle does not instantly achieve the NeuroController
speed target due to the ACC internal control and the vehicle and powertrain dynamic
effects, the NeuroController accordingly adapts to keep the scenario free of crash events.
This is due to the inherent capability of a NeuroController to adapt to new input signal
values, thanks to its training across a wide range of dynamic scenarios. Moreover, note
that as the NeuroController abides by the comfortable acceleration and deceleration rates,
its modulation is well within the ability of the vehicle’s dynamic performance. Outside a
certain range, it would be likely that the controller fails due to increasing deviation between
the target and achieved states. At comfortable acceleration and deceleration rates, no such
occurrences were reported.

While the NeuroControllers are designed to help study the potential of driverless
technology on traffic congestion, the results of the high-fidelity simulation highlight a major
challenge in operating uncontrolled intersections at high speed. Indeed, an Automated
Emergency Braking (AEB) system would likely activate during close cross-traffic interaction.
Therefore, the proper integration of this function in the AV stack is paramount and noted
but is out of scope within the premise of this research paper. The important point is that
the training of the NeuroController could be directly performed using CarSim if not for the
increased simulation and optimization runtime limitations. Compared to the runtime of the
Matlab training environment, the optimization time would increase from hours to weeks
on the training desktop. However, unlike other optimal control methods, such as dynamic
programming and Model Predictive Control, the current process does not require the plant
model simplification or translation into a specific optimization language. Neuroevolution
can use CarSim directly as a black box if a cloud-based computing resource is available.
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Figure 7. Concept 1 Collaborative agent setup in Matlab Simulink–CarSim co-simulation. Both
NeuroControllers collaborate to safely operate three- and two-car CAV cohorts at an uncontrolled
intersection. In this case, cohort 1 gets priority and cohort 2 modulates its speed accordingly. At 300 s,
cohort 2 clears the intersection and goes back to the speed limit.

3.4. Traffic Flow Simulation and Results
3.4.1. Simple Intersection

A two-way intersection is chosen as a simple use case as shown in Figure 8. Traffic is
generated stochastically at each road and lane leading to the intersection. The intensity of
traffic is generated using a Monte Carlo-based agent generator, with a probability function
deciding when and if an agent is created while assigning it an initial speed and length. Each
agent is created 500 m from the intersection and assumes the cohort is fully formed (see [31]
for reference on formation strategies). Once entering the intersection 200 m detection zone,
the heuristics assign a priority. Per concept 2, once assigned a priority level 2 or above, an
agent would receive one to two prioritized (level 1 or levels 1 and 2) agent information
to modulate its speed. Additionally, when on the same road and lane, an agent uses the
Gipps driver model [32] to maintain a safe gap to any other agent in front of it. This limits
its maximum speed and rear-ending events. The Gipps model uses the same comfortable
acceleration and deceleration as the NeuroController. The Gipps model relies on a safe
distance and speed computation:

ds ≥ so + v∆t +
v2

2b
−

v2
lead
2b

(8)

vsa f e = −b∆t +
√

b2∆t + v2
lead + 2b(ds − so) (9)

when the vehicle speed is v and so is the minimum safety distance between agents. These
are used to compute the safe distance ds. Gaps and safe velocity vsafe are then updated
based on the cohort “comfortable” deceleration b. ∆t is the simulation time step. Note
that the NeuroController is only allowed deceleration that is less aggressive than −3 m/s2

as we are interested in realistically identifying its performance in real-world situations.
Therefore, in the absence of AEB, crashes will likely occur when traffic density is very
high and the objective of optimizing mean vehicle speed is retained. This limitation is
useful when realistically comparing this concept to the operation of a controlled intersec-
tion with the same traffic flow boundary conditions. The controlled intersection, while
requiring agents to stop, is ideally crash-free. Furthermore, a reference scenario is added to
measure each scenario run’s risk severity by counting collisions when agents only max-
imize their speed within the speed limit. In this reference case, the agents can target the
speed limit or safe inter-agent speed depending on congestion, without any additional
constraints. These two bounding cases are used to demonstrate concept 2 advantages in
preventing crashes while improving traffic flow. Hence this experiment aims to highlight
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unsafe conditions for driverless operations at uncontrolled intersections. A snapshot of the
simulation is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Snapshot from a scenario using raw simulation data. Note that the widths of the lane are
not at scale for clarity. Maximum allowable agent length is 50 m in this specific scenario.

A DOE is created and applied to the three intersection control options. The DOE sets
the agent generator frequency, different randomization seeds and the maximum length
allowed for an agent when created [20–100 m]. The controlled intersection is set with
a period of one minute with a 50% time split for the red and green timing. A total of
4760 scenarios are created and the simulation results are shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Results from 4760 DOE runs with the three intersection options: no control (risk severity)
in green, uncontrolled (NeuroController) in red and controlled intersection in blue. The top graph
compares the mean speed of the agents coming into the intersection. The middle graph compares the
time spent within the 200 m zone upstream of the intersection. Lastly, the bottom graph shows the %
crash. The agent length was chosen as the x-axis as it has the largest impact on the results.
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The controlled intersection forces a mean speed of around 10 m/s at the intersection
due to the stop-and-go behavior of the flow. Mean speed drops by one second across the
max allowed agent length scale. The average time for vehicles within the 200 m zone
upstream of the traffic light is 20 s. For the risk severity reference scenarios, the mean speed
stays at 25 m/s with a residence time of 5 s. Under the allowed maximum agent length
of 50 m, the optimal gap between the NeuroController and this reference condition is
around 2 m/s for mean speed and 1 s residence time. At these conditions, the NeuroCon-
troller achieves near-optimal performance while controlling complex conditions. Based on
traffic congestion, a maximum of 2 m/s in mean speed drop is shown. This still enables
twice the mean speed compared to the controlled intersection. Above the maximum allow-
able agent length of 60 m, the NeuroController starts showing crash outliers, with a mean
% crash of up to 2.5% when 100 m agents are present in the traffic flow.

For agents under the 50 m length range, the NeuroController is stable and close to the
optimal effectiveness without crash occurrences. For small agents, the NeuroController
performance stays below the ideal performance, demonstrating that single vehicles would
operate similarly to small cohorts. The cohort length limitation can be mitigated using
additional lanes. This would require the cohort above this length to split and operate
on parallel lanes so as to become one single agent with a lower length. Therefore, the
concatenation of agents on lanes can make use of Concept 2 without the above limitation.

The NeurcoController drastic reduction in speed fluctuation is shown in Figure 10. A
maximum speed decrease of 10 m/s is required in contrast to the stop-and-go behavior of
the controlled intersection.

Figure 10. Comparison of one hundred agents’ speeds under uncontrolled (left side) and controlled
intersection (right side) operations. Note the simulation time for the uncontrolled scenario increases
by one minute due to the slower throughput with the traffic light.

Assuming a 15,000 lbs vehicle, the increased propulsion energy required to achieve
the speed traces above, for the uncontrolled and controlled intersections, compared to
a steady 55 mph steady operation is shown in Figure 11. Note that depending on the
level of powertrain electrification, the overall energy increase will be reduced thanks to
regenerative braking.
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Figure 11. Increased propulsion energy required to operate a 15,000 lbs vehicle at the uncontrolled and
controlled intersections when compared to a steady state operation at 55 mph across the DOE scenarios.

3.4.2. Adding Turning Lanes

Agent’s turning from one road to the other has not been simulated so far due to
the fact they would need to decelerate to a realistic and comfortable speed during the
turning operation. Therefore, the optimization of their mean speed is baseless in the current
intersection setup. They would indeed receive the lowest priorities and only perform the
turn when safe. This would, however likely cause high congestion on the turning lanes
when the traffic density is high. However, Concept 2 is compatible and can be reused as
part of a new intersection design. A turning lane is designed to deviate from the main road
at a constant curvature allowing safe and comfortable lateral acceleration levels without
change in allowable speed, as shown in Figure 12. For the N-S right-hand turning lane,
agents can free flow from the main road without a speed decrease. When reaching the E-W
road, they will enter the flow using the same Concept 2 heuristics. If crossing the 200 m
mark toward the E-W road first, the N-S agent will have priority. If an E-W agent is already
within 200 m from this intersection, then the N-S agent will use the 1 vehicle interaction
NeuroController to modulate its speed before merging on the E-W lane. In the case of
the left-hand turn, the agent will need to use a one-vehicle interaction NeuroController
when splitting from the N-S main road and crossing the S-N road. It will use either a 1 or
2 vehicle interaction NeuroController when crossing the E-W road to merge into the W-E
road. In either case, the current Concept 2 does not need any modifications or retraining to
achieve turning operation.
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Figure 12. Replication and rewiring of Concept 2 NeuroController and heuristics at the N-S turning
lane merging onto E-W road. In this example, the E-W agent arrives last within the lane merging
detection zone and is required to control its speed accordingly. The controller target speed trace is
shown on the right.

4. Discussion

Neuroevolution is a very flexible optimization technique that enables various optimal
control architectures to be studied and compared rapidly. Two concepts are presented
here, demonstrating the ability to generate a general collaborative control architecture
or alternatively integrate it within a heuristic-based architecture. This work enables the
inclusion of driverless technology in traffic simulation workflow and provides insight
into how future vehicle technologies will impact transportation. While the heuristics
approach proved more flexible in this application, it may not always be the right option.
Collaborative NeuroControllers likely provide strong candidates for other problems seeking
a real-time and adaptive solution and therefore should not be automatically discounted.
The scalability of the solution is appealing as it only requires replication and rewiring of
the neural network inputs to each new intersection boundary condition—between roads,
merging lanes and other network design ideas. Additional heuristics can be added by
concatenating cohorts’ lengths when operating in different lanes to form one single agent.
The current performance and extension potential are enabled by the use of a System of
Systems architecture building, where the solution is autonomous and not dependent on any
centralized control scheme. Creating road and intersection networks using this proposed
fundamental replication technique would permit the study of emergent behaviors across
large and uncontrolled networks for single vehicles and CAV cohort operation. This in
turn may result in new requirements on information exchange required to further improve
the traffic flow. However, the basic architecture should not change and still relies on
localized learning and hence remains computationally inexpressive. Beyond computing
requirements, the simplicity and ability to train controllers from any type of simulation,
from low to high fidelity, are also very appealing, especially compared to conventional
optimal control approaches requiring simplification and/or programmatic translation of
the plant models. Based on these characteristics, this area of artificial intelligence is set to
become extremely useful as systems and control complexity soars in the future while still
keeping solutions simple and more explainable than, for example, deep learning techniques
so far allow.
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